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Abstract. In a (k, n)-VSS (visual secret sharing, 2 ≤ k ≤ n) scheme, a secret im-
age is encrypted into n shares that are distributed among n participants. Reducing pixel
expansion and improving the quality of recovered images to enhance the usefulness are
still major issues of VSS scheme constructions, especially for large k and n. Moreover,
all existing constructions of VSS schemes have to be designed individually; developing
a generic construction or method for VSS schemes is still an open question. In this
study, an optimization technology is used to develop a generic probabilistic VSS (GProb-
VSS) (k, n)-scheme without pixel expansion for binary secret images. First, we define
a mathematical optimization model to maximize the contrast in recovered images under
security constraints. Then, we develop a simulated-annealing-based algorithm for solving
the difficult problem. Furthermore, we try to improve the display quality by relaxing the
relative parameter. Experimental results show that the proposed generic approach sig-
nificantly outperforms the previous methods in terms of the recovered image quality and
pixel expansion.
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1. Introduction. The threshold scheme of visual cryptography has been studied fre-
quently; it is also known as the (k, n)-VSS (visual secret sharing, 2 ≤ k ≤ n) scheme
[1,2]. A secret image is encrypted into n meaningless shares (i.e., shadows) and printed
on transparencies and then, the shares are distributed among n participants. The secret
image cannot be decoded by combining shares of a forbidden set, which includes less than
k participants. However, for a qualified set containing at least k participants, the stacked
transparencies can be used to retrieve and visually decrypt the secret image. A major
advantage of this scheme is that decoding can be performed by anyone without any knowl-
edge of cryptography and computations. Moreover, visual cryptography has been widely
applied in many different research and practical domains, such as digital watermarking
[3,4], authentication [5], information hiding [6] and navigation applications [7].

The most conventional VSS schemes are classified as deterministic approaches because
the black secret pixels in secret images can be deciphered accurately to the recovered
images [8,9]. A specific codebook to encode one white/black secret pixel in a secret
image into m sub-pixels has been drafted. In a (k, n)-VSS scheme, a secret pixel is
mapped to n different blocks with m sub-pixels for each distributed n share images. By
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